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Abstract
The most natural and perhaps most frequently used method for testing membership of an individual
tuple in a conjunctive query is based on searching trees of partial solutions, or search-trees. We investigate the question of evaluating conjunctive queries with a time-bound guarantee that is measured as
a function of the size of the optimal search-tree. We provide an algorithm that, given a database , a
conjunctive query , and a tuple , tests whether
holds in
in time bounded by a polynomial
in
and , where is the size of the domain of the database, is the number of
bound variables of the conjunctive query, is the size of the optimal search-tree, and is the maximum
arity of the relations. In many cases of interest, this bound is significantly smaller than the
bound
provided by the naive search-tree method. Moreover, our algorithm has the advantage of guaranteeing
the bound for any given conjunctive query. In particular, it guarantees the bound for queries that admit an
equivalent form that is much easier to evaluate, even when finding such a form is an NP-hard task. Concrete examples include the conjunctive queries that can be non-trivially folded into a conjunctive query
of bounded size or bounded treewidth. All our results translate to the context of constraint-satisfaction
problems via the well-publicized correspondence between both frameworks.
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1 Introduction and Summary of Results
The foundational work of Chandra and Merlin [CM77] identified the class of conjunctive queries in relational database systems as an important and fundamental class of queries that are repeatedly “asked in
practice”. These are the queries of first-order logic that are built from atomic formulas by means of conjunctions and existential quantification only. Thus, the generic conjunctive query takes the form
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where
are atomic formulas built from the relations of the database with the variables
.
Conjunctive queries may also have free variables, but for the sake of simplicity we will focus on Boolean
conjunctive queries in this introduction. Alternatively, it is known that the class of conjunctive queries
coincides with the class of queries of the relational algebra that use selection, projection, and join only.
Evaluating conjunctive queries is such a common task that it is no surprise that a huge amount of work
has focused on its algorithmic and complexity-theoretic aspects. The most obvious algorithm is perhaps
the one that exhaustively checks for the existence of an assignment of values to the variables in such a way
the relations in the body of the query (the quantifier-free part) are. satisfied. Obviously, if the domain of
the database has cardinality ; , this algorithm takes time roughly ; , which is exponential in the number of
variables of the query. But, can we do better?
Unfortunately, unless P < NP, we cannot expect an algorithm that is polynomial in both ; and = since
the problem is NP-complete. This was already noticed by Chandra and Merlin [CM77]. To make things
worse, more recent work on the parameterized complexity of query languages by Papadimitriou and Yannakakis [PY99] indicates that the situation might be even more dramatic. Namely, we cannot even expect
an algorithm that, while arbitrarily complex in = , remains polynomial in ; . Thus, we cannot expect an
algorithm of complexity >?A@!;B? , say, unless certain widely believed assumptions in complexity theory are
violated. These theoretical results indicate that the algorithmic problem is just too hard to be addressed in
its wider generality.
Luckily, the situation in real database applications is not as catastrophic. Conjunctive queries that are
asked in practice usually have some structure that makes them more tractable. The paradigmatical example is
the class of acyclic conjunctive queries identified by Yannakakis [Yan81]. These are the conjunctive queries
whose underlying hypergraph is acyclic, that is, the hypergraph that has the variables of the query as vertices, and the tuples of the variables appearing in the atomic formulas as hyperedges, is acyclic. Yannakakis
showed that such queries could be evaluated in polynomial time by an efficient dynamic programming technique. The exact complexity of acyclic conjunctive queries was later studied in [GLS98], and generalized
in several other directions [CR97, KV00]. The most interesting generalization is perhaps the one based on
treewidth, to which we will get back later.

1.1 Search-trees and backtracking algorithms
Let us return now to the most obvious algorithm that checks for all possible assignments of values to the
variables. Clearly, this algorithm can be modestly improved by a backtracking algorithm that considers
the variables one-at-a-time and backtracks whenever the current partial assignment forces the body of the
query to be either false because some atomic formula is falsified, or true because all atomic formulas are
satisfied. Such a search-based algorithm can be remarkably fast in certain cases, especially if a good heuristic
is used for choosing the next splitting variable. As a matter of fact, backtracking is probably the most
frequently used method for solving constraint-satisfaction problems, which is essentially the same problem
as conjunctive query evaluation as noticed by Kolaitis and Vardi [KV00], and is well-known by now.
This leads immediately to the concept of search-tree which is a key concept in our paper. A search-tree
is an ; -ary tree that is produced by such a backtracking procedure for an arbitrary choice of variables at
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each branch. Here, C is the cardinality of the domain of the database. Notice that search-trees provide an
enumeration of all possible solutions for the bound variables of the query since we backtrack even when
the body of the query is satisfied. This permits us capturing the notion of optimal search-space through
the concept of minimal search-tree. Intuitively, the size of the minimal search-tree for a given instance
provides an ideal benchmark against which all search-based algorithms should be compared. For example,
a backtracking algorithm that spends time DFECHGI on an instance admitting a search-tree of size DJEK CI
should be considered inefficient: it spends much more time than what is, in principle, necessary. Clearly, we
would prefer an algorithm whose running time is bounded by a modest function of the size of the minimal
search-tree. The ideal case would be an algorithm that is polynomial in that quantity.
The idea of comparing the efficiency of an algorithm with the size of the minimal search-tree originates
in the field of propositional proof complexity, and, as far as we know, was not considered before in the fields
of database theory and constraint-satisfaction problems. In proof complexity, the efficiency of a proofsearch algorithm on a given propositional tautology is compared with respect to the size of its minimal
proof in the proof system. A proof system admitting a proof-search algorithm that runs polynomially in the
minimal proof is called automatizable [BPR00]. The connection shows up when the proof system under
consideration is tree resolution and the instance is an unsatisfiable propositional formula L in conjunctive
normal form. In that case, a minimal proof becomes a minimal search-tree for the constraint-satisfaction
instance given by L , by simply turning it upside down (see also [BKPS02]).

1.2 Results of this paper
The main contribution of this paper is the observation that the concepts and techniques that were developed
for automatizability of tree resolution carry over, to some extent, to the more general case of conjunctive
query evaluation and constraint-satisfaction problems. By adapting an algorithm that was developed for
tree resolution, we exhibit an algorithm for conjunctive query evaluation whose complexity is bounded by a
non-trivial function of the size of the minimal search-tree.
More concretely, we provide an algorithm that, given a database M of cardinality C , a tuple N of M ,
and a conjunctive query O with K bound variables and relations of arity P , determines whether the Boolean
conjunctive query OJEQNRI holds in M in time that is polynomial in ES-CBIUTV:W G EXS,CITV:WTV:WY and CHZ , where S is the
size of the minimal search-tree for testing whether OFE[NRI holds in M . While we do not achieve the desired
polynomial bound on S , we note that the running time of our algorithm is remarkably good, compared to the
obvious CHG bound, when the minimal search-tree is small. The algorithm is discussed in Section 3.
Then we go on to analyze our algorithm in Section 4. We first consider the class of conjunctive queries
whose underlying graph is a tree, or is similar to a tree in the sense of having small treewidth. We note
that if OJEQNRI has treewidth \ and does not hold on M , then the size of the minimal search tree is bounded
by C^]`_a+bc TV:W G . Surprisingly perhaps, the hypothesis that OFE[NRI does not hold on M seems essential for
our proof. Nonetheless, this does not prevent us from showing that our algorithm works correctly for any
query of bounded treewidth in time CHd ]Q]`TVAW G ce:c C TV:WTV:WY . Indeed, if the algorithm does not stop within the
prescribed time bound, then we know that OFEQNRI holds in M , although the algorithm gives no clue why.
It follows from this discussion that for queries of known treewidth \ , our algorithm can be used for
deciding whether OJEQNRI holds in M within a time-bound that is far better than the worst case CHG , when K is
large. Obviously, our bound is also far worse than the DJE:f OFfgC _ I bound of the known ad-hoc algorithms for
evaluating queries of treewidth \ [GLS98, KV00]. It is quite interesting, nonetheless, that our algorithm
achieves a non-trivial bound in that case despite it is not specialized for that purpose. As a matter of fact,
our algorithm does not even compute a tree-decomposition of the query!
Another remarkable consequence is the following. In their seminal paper [CM77], Chandra and Merlin
showed that for every conjunctive query there is a minimal equivalent query, unique up to isomorphism, that
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can be obtained from the original one by identifying variables and deleting atomic formulas (see Theorem
12 and the discussion preceding it in [CM77]). In turn, Chandra and Merlin showed that finding such a
minimal equivalent query is NP-hard. More recently, Dalmau, Kolaitis, and Vardi [DKV02] noticed that the
problem remains NP-hard even when the minimal equivalent query is of constant size (and in particular has
bounded treewidth). Thus, on the one hand, queries whose minimal equivalent query has bounded size admit
search trees of size hRikj lnm on databases on which they fail. The reason for this is that the minimal equivalent
query is a subquery, so a search-tree for the minimal query is also a search-tree for the query itself, when the
query evaluates to false. On the other hand, there is no efficient way of finding such a minimal equivalent
query since the problem is NP-hard. Hence, it is perhaps surprising that, on those instances, our algorithm
achieves complexity hHioj`pqArstmhHpq:rpqArvu without ever worrying about minimal equivalent queries at all. We
elaborate further on this topic in Section 5.
Finally, in Section 6 we provide some lower bounds on the size of the minimal search-trees for certain
conjunctive queries of interest. First, it is relatively easy to show that the minimal search-trees for the
conjunctive query expressing the existence of a w -clique on graphs of size h may require hHs-x y nodes.
Second, it requires a slightly more complicated argument showing that the minimal search-trees for the
conjunctive query expressing the existence of a path of length w on graphs of size h may require h pq:rs,x y
nodes. This result shows that the h^j`z{^lnm pq:rs upper bound for queries of treewidth | is essentially optimal.
This is because the path-of-length- w query has treewidth } . Quite remarkably, our algorithm behaves in time
polynomial in h+j~pq:rs!m,hRpqArpq:ru on such queries, which is nearly optimal with respect to search-tree size (for
w ’s larger than ~h ).

2

Preliminaries and Definitions

Databases, structures, and conjunctive queries We view databases as finite structures over finite relational vocabularies with constants. A relational vocabulary with constants  is a set of relation symbols,
each of a specified positive arity, and a set of constant symbols. A  -structure, or database, consists of a
domain , a relation 8 for each relation symbol  in  of arity  , and an individual   for
each constant symbol  in  . Structures are denoted by
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: if À is on the path from ¾ to Á in Å , then Æ®ÇÉÈÊÆ®ËÍÌÆÏÎ .

The width of a tree-decomposition is Ð®ÑÒvÇQÓÔÖÕ Æ®ÇUÕ×ÙØ . The treewidth of Ú is the minimum width over all
possible tree-decompositions of Ú .
The treewidth of a Û -structure Ü is the treewidth of its Gaifman graph, that is, the graph whose set of
vertices is Ý , and whose edges relate each pair of vertices that appear together in some tuple of the relations
of Ü . The Gaifman graph of a conjunctive query Þ is the graph whose set of vertices is the set of bound
variables of Þ , and whose edges relate every pair of variables that appear together in an atomic formula (note
that constants and free variables are ignored here). The treewidth of a conjunctive query is the treewidth of
its Gaifman graph.
Search-trees Let Ü be a finite Û -structure with universe Ýàßâá0ã/ä,¿,å,å-å:¿)ãçæè . Let éëê ìíîÝ be a partial
mapping of the first-order variables to the universe Ý of Ü . Extend é to the constant symbols of Û in the
natural way. Let ï®ðñ ä ¿,å-å,å:¿ ñ Ë,ò be an atomic formula. If ñ Ç ÂëóôvÐJðé ò for every ¾ÂõávØç¿,å,å-å¿)ÁHè , we say
that é decides ï . If é decides ï and ðéoðñä ò ¿,å-å,å¿)éoðñ/Ë ò:ò ÂÙï8ö , we say that é satisfies ï . If é decides
÷ ï ö , we say that é falsifies ï . Let øðñä!¿,å-å,å:¿ ñ Ë ò be a conjunction of atomic
ï and ðXéÖðXñä ò ¿-å,å,å¿ éÖðXñ Ë ò:òÃÂë
formulas. We say that é satisfies ø if it satisfies every atomic formula in ø . We say that é falsifies ø if it
falsifies some atomic formula in ø . In those cases we say that é decides ø . Otherwise, we say that é does
not decide ø .
A search-tree for øðñä!¿,å-å,å¿)ñ/Ë ò in Ü is a labeled rooted tree ð[Åù¿)ú ò whose nodes are labeled by partial
assignments é½êìûíüÝ , and for which the following conditions are satisfied:
1. If ý is the root of Å , then ú8ðý

ò

is the empty partial assignment þ .

2. If ý is an internal node of Å , then ú8ðý
3. If ý is a leaf of Å , then úùðý

ò

ò

decides ø .

does not decide ø .

4. If ý is an internal node of Å and ú8ðý ò
ÿ successors ýçä!¿,å-å,å:¿ ý,æ such that úùðý Î

÷ óôvÐ½ðXé ò such that ý has exactly
ßé , then
there exists an ñ Â6

ò ß é áÉðñ+¿ ãÎ ò è for every À Â5ávØ¿-å,å,å¿ ÿ è .
The variable ñ that is guaranteed to exist in clause 4 will be denoted by ñ ðý ò . We say that ñ¶ðý ò is the splitting
variable at node ý . Notice that there may be several search-trees for a given conjunction of atomic formulas
and a given finite structure. A search-tree for ø in Ü is minimal if every other search-tree for ø in Ü is at
least as large in size. For a finite Û -structure Ü , a tuple  of Ü , and a conjunctive query Þ , a search-tree for
testing whether Ü Õ ß ÞJð  ò is a search-tree for the body of ÞFð  ò .
Example 1 Let us illustrate the concept of search-tree. This example will also show how a single query can
have multiple search-trees of very different sizes on a single database. Let us consider the vocabulary Û of
one binary relation  and one unary relation  . Finite Û -structures in which  is symmetric and irreflexive
are called black-white colored graphs. The tuples in  are called edges, and the points in  are called white
vertices; the rest are called black vertices. Consider the query Þ saying: “there exists a path of length Á with
a white end-point”. Formally,
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 ðñ,¿ ñ ò  Jðñ Ëä ¿ ñ Ëò ®ðñ Ëò:ò å
æ  Ë of Figure 1. It consists of a black ÿ -clique followed
Let us consider now the black-white colored graph  
by a path of length Á attached to one of the vertices of the clique with all vertices black except the last that
is white.
As a first example of a search-tree for testing whether 
variables are queried in the order they appear in the query: ñ'ät¿
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partial assignment, and has exactly "!$# successors labeled by %'&(*),+ -.0/1+ 22,23+,%&(*)+04!$#.0/ , respectively.
Each such successor %'&( ) +056.0/ , in turn, has exactly 7!8# successors: the 9 -th is labeled by %'&:( ) +5;.,+<&:( =0+69.0/ .
At this point, the vertex labeled by %'&(>)?+0@!A#.,+<&:( = +@!A#.0/ is declared a leaf because its partial assignment
falisfies the body of the query (there is no edge between B!C# and itself). A few other such nodes are
declared leaves for the same reason. The rest of nodes have again "!D# successors, and the tree goes on in

this fashion until all variables are queried. Simple inspection reveals that the size of this tree is at least .
Let us consider now the tree that is built by querying the variables in reverse order, (E1+0(F) +2 223+(>) . After
( is queried, the only value for ( that does not falisfy the body is G!H# (this is the only white vertex).
Hence, all other vertices of the tree are declared leaves. Now, given the value "!H# for (  , there is again
only one value for (F*) that does not falsify the body and this is A!H#GIH- (the only vertex connected to
A!J# ). Following in this fashion we see that the size of this tree is bounded by #LK &"!H#.M!N- , which is

qualitatively smaller than . This shows that the choice of splitting variables can have a dramatic impact
in the size of search-trees. O
In the particular case  QP RTS we gave in Example 1, it should be clear that the best strategy for a
search-tree is to choose the variables in reverse order. In general, however, knowing which variable needs
to be queried at each node to achieve optimal tree-size may be a difficult question. Let us point out that in
the two examples we gave, the variables are all queried in the same order in each path of the search-tree.
However, our definition of search-tree does not require that; indeed variables could be queried in arbitary
ways in different paths.

3 Booleanization and Algorithm
The purpose of this section is to develop the algorithm that achieves the promised performance. Let us start
by announcing the result:
Theorem 1 Let U be a relational vocabulary of maximum arity V and cardinality W . There exists a deterministic algorithm that, given a finite U -structure X of cardinality , a conjunctive query S with # bound
variables and total size Y , and a tuple Z from X , determines whether X[P RHSB&Z . in time polynomial in Y , W ,


, where ] is the size of a smallest search-tree for testing whether XcP RHSd&Z . .
\ , # , and &:] *._^a`3b
&]*._^a`3b^a`3b
The proof of this theorem requires some preparation. The first thing we do is a Booleanization of the
problem that will simplify the design and the analysis of the algorithm. Let efRg%<hE)?+2 223+hij/ be the
universe of X . Each element of the universe hkmlne can be encoded by a string of oqprs bits that we denote
by tuh kwv . In turn, by using this encoding, each relation on e of arity V can be identified with a relation on
<~
the Boolean domain %<xE+ -y/ of arity V ozpir{ as discussed next. For a finite U -structure X , we denote by X}|
the Booleanization of X ; that is, the structure whose universe is %<x+-y/ , and that has one Voqpr -ary relation
u


for each V -ary relation symbol in U . The relation
is defined as follows:




u

R%1tuh kv KK K_tuh kw_vm &h kw + 22 23+0h kw .l
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For an  -tuple  , let *q< be the  q -tuple encoding  over <y . Note that the Booleanization is not
uniquely determined because the coding we chose depends on the particular ordering E?  of the

elements of the universe. Note also that not every structure over < ¡ is a Booleanization because some
tuples may not code elements of ¢ .
The Booleanization can also be carried out over a conjunctive query. If £ is a conjunctive query with ¤
bound variables, its Booleanization £ q< is the conjunctive query with ¤qs bound variables that results
from using q new variables for each original variable in £ , and replacing the atomic formulas by their
Booleanization.
Example 2 Consider the vocabulary of Example 1 consisting of a single binary relation ¥ and a single
unary relation ¦ . Let §©¨«ª¬< 0y®y3¯3°y10ª±3,², ª3j², ª®y3¯², ª:°3,²10<®y3°¡<² be a ³ -structure. We need
3 bits to encode 5 elements: we code  through ° in the order they appear as 03E 3y, i . The
Booleanization of § is thus:
§

Let £

be the query
¼

w´3 ¨µª;y yj,<yi1i3,3j iy, y¡¡¶  ,,jy²

ª·¸>² ª·¸ ¹0² ª¥Bª¸>¸¹²

ºB¦"ª¸ ¹,²3²

. It’s » -th Booleanization is


¹

¹

¹

¹

¹
w´3 ¨µª·¸  
² ª·¸  ² ª:·¸½  ² ª·¸ ¹ ² ª·¸ ¹ ² ª·¸E½¹ ² ª:¥dª:¸  0¸  ¸½  ¸ ¹ 0
 ¸ ¹ 0¸½¹ ²ºn¦"ª:¸ ¹ 
 ¸ ¹ ¸E½¹ ²²,

Note that, while the Booleanization of a structure depends on the particular order we chose for the elements
of the universe, the Booleanization of a query is uniquely determined up to renaming of variables. ¾
The following Lemma is obvious.
Lemma 1 Let ¿ be a finite ³ -structure of cardinality  , let  be a tuple of ¿ , and let £ be a conjunctive
query. Then ¿[À ¨H£Bª ² if and only if ¿ zy À ¨Á£ zy ª q< ² . Moreover, if there exists a search tree for testing
whether ¿«À ¨N£Bª ² of size Â , then there exists a search tree for testing whether ¿ q< À ¨N£ zy ª q< ² of size
Ã
Â .
Proof : Take the search tree for ¿ À ¨c£Bª ² and replace each internal node by a complete binary tree of
Ã
height qs . This blows up the tree by a factor of at most  . ¾
The Booleanization allows us focus on the Boolean case, which is nothing else but a generalized satisfiability problem. Now we can apply the techniques that were developed for propositional logic and tree
resolution [BP96, BKPS02].
Let ¿ be a Boolean ³ -structure, that is, a ³ -structure with Boolean domain ¢$¨Ny y . Let  be a tuple
of ¿ , and let £ be a conjunctive query. The algorithm takes a partial assignment ÄÆÅ'ÇÉÈÊ¢ as parameter
and performs as follows: First, the algorithm checks whether Ä decides the body of £Bª ² , in which case it
Ì}Í
1ÎBªÄ*²
returns the leaf-tree that consists of a single node labeled by Ä . Otherwise, for every variable ¸ÆË
Ì
and every value 
y y , the algorithm calls recursively itself on input ÄBÏÐ'ª¸01²? . These recursive
calls are run in parallel, either by executing one step from each in parallel rounds, or by applying a doubling
ÃyÑ
technique that executes steps of each call, sequentially, for increasing values of Ò . As soon as one of
the recursive calls terminates, say, the one with input ÄGÏ'ª:¸j²0 , the rest of calls are aborted except for
Ä"Ï}'ª:¸ ÓÆ1²0 which is run to completion. Let ÔÕ and ÔÖ3×Õ be the search-trees returned by the only two
recursive calls that are run to completion. The output is the search-tree ªÄ Ô*Ø<ÔM_² ; that is, the search-tree
whose root is labeled by Ä , whose left subtree is Ô*Ø , and whose right subtree is ÔÖ .
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Lemma 2 Let Ù be a relational vocabulary of maximum arity Ú and cardinality Û . Let Ü be a Boolean Ù structure, let Ý be a tuple of Ü , and let Þ be a conjunctive query with ß bound variables and total size à . The
algorithm, when run with parameter ánâäã , returns a search-tree testing whether Ü«å âæÞdçÝ è . Moreover, if
there exists such a search-tree of size é , then the algorithm runs in time polynomial in à , Û , êyë , ß and é,ìaíî1ï .
Proof : The correctness of the algorithm is easily proved by induction on ß . For the running time we proceed
as follows. Let ð be the body of Þ . Let ñòçóôéè be the minimum upper bound to the running time of the
algorithm for every á such that å õ÷ö1øBçá*è åEùÁß"úÆó and the smallest search-tree for ðûaÝôáEü has size at most
é . When ó âÁý , the running time of the algorithm is bounded by some value þ that depends on Ù and Þ
only.
More precisely, we can take þ to be linear in àÛ¬ê ë : for every atom in Þ , we may need to test membership in
a relation that has up to ê¡ë tuples. Consider now the case óÿÁý . Consider a smallest search-tree of size at
most é . If é
, the running time is again bounded by þ , since necessarily, ã decides ð7ûÝôáEü . If é ùHê , one
of its two subtrees has size at most é ê . It follows that at least one of the êó recursive calls terminates after
at most ñòç:óMú ô0é êiè steps. Each parallel round takes jó steps to execute for some constant . The other
recursive call that is left will take at most ñòçó ú iôé è steps to complete. All in all, the running time of the
algorithm is bounded by
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Solving this recurrence of a single variable é is now a routine task. If we replace
the solution is

'

ñ

âäé

ìaí3î

è ìaí3î

ìaí3î

is bounded by a polynomial in à , Û , êyë , ß and é¶ìaí3îjï .

1

þ

is linear in

à Û_ê ë

,

With this Lemma in hand we are ready to prove Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1: It suffices to Booleanize Ù , Ü , Þ and Ý , and run the algorithm that we just described
7å âNÞ
çÝ
;è has
for the Boolean case. By Lemma 1, if Ü å âäÞdçÝ è has a search-tree of size é , then Ü
a search-tree of size êé . On the other hand, the number of bound variables of Þ
becomes ß qö
, and
the maximum arity of the Booleanization of Ù becomes Ú zö
. The result follows by plugging these values
into the bounds of Lemma 2.

:
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; =<:

Let us note that, the way we described it, the algorithm does not produce a search-tree for Üfå âNÞdçÝ è .
This is because it is not necessarily possible to convert a search-tree for Ü
å âæÞ
çÝ
è , which is what
the algorithm gives, into a search-tree for Ü å âäÞdçÝ è , while preserving the bounds. Let us note, however,
that a search-tree for Ü
åâ
Þ
çÝ
è gives all the essential information. We do not know whether it
is possible to have an algorithm with similar performance that avoids the Booleanization and produces a
search-tree for Ücå âHÞdçÝ è .

2946

2946

25476 2946
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2946 25476

4 Search-Trees for Queries of Bounded Treewidth
The aim of this section is to investigate the size of search-trees for conjunctive queries whose underlying
graph is a tree or is similar to a tree in the sense of having small treewidth. The key to the argument is that
.
graphs of treewidth have separators of size
A -separator of a graph
is a set
such that each connected component of
contains at most vertices. The following fact is known about the relationship between treewidth and
separator size (see [Bod98, Theorem 19]).

A

E

ACBD
PRQSK

FHGJI.KLNMO

E

F

V

FUTP

F

Lemma 3 Let be a graph of cardinality . If the treewidth of
.
separator of size at most

ACBD

is at most

A

, then

F

has a

XW I.VYTZA[O -

We use this fact in the proof of the following Theorem. The proof of this result makes use of an idea
that Moshe Vardi shared with the author.

\

]

^

_

\

Theorem 2 Let be a relational vocabulary of maximum arity and cardinality . Let
be a finite structure of cardinality , let be a tuple of , and let be a conjunctive query with bound variables. If
has treewidth at most and
, then there exists a search-tree for testing whether
of size
.

acId`#O

Vi9jlk Wnmporqts0u

V

A

`

_
_fgeGacId`#O
b

bvGw

a

b

_ gGaYIh`#O
D

Proof : We proceed by induction on . If
then the claim is obvious because the search-tree has size
(we convey here that
). Consider the case
. Assume that
has treewidth at most and
. Let be the Gaifman graph of
. Since
has treewidth at most , it has a
separator
of size at most
. Let
be the conjunctive query that results
from
when the variables in are left free. Since is a
-separator of , we may assume
is the conjunction of several conjunctive queries
with
that
at most
bound variables each. Since
, we have
for every
partial assignment for which
. In turn, necessarily
for some
. Let
be such that
. Notice that the number
of bound variables of
is less than
. We apply the induction hypothesis and obtain a search-tree

x9y=z@wvGSw

b|{w

acIh`#O

A

XW I(bvT A[O
_}geG~acIh`#O
F
aYIh`#O
F
A
G W LtLN!
A BD
a.I. W LtLN!O
XW I.bTAO
aYIh`#O


F
a  I. W LtLN  O
a W I( W g LLN  O&LnLa  I( W LtLN  O
XW I.bvT AO
_geG~aYIh`#O
_g eG~a  I( I( W O&LnLp I(&OO

"

*
y


(
I



O

G

_
eGa  I( I( W O&LtLp I(&OtO
g
 *D=LLp
 I(O  *D?LLN
_eGSa  i m I.I. W O&LtLpI.&OtO
X
a g  i m
W bYb
X
g
for testing whether _ Ga  I.I. O&LtLpI.  OtO of size Vi9jlk Wnmporqts i u¡ m . The search-tree for _ GacId`#O can
W
i m
now be built by first querying the ¢£SABD variables in the separator  , in sequence, and then, for each
partial
assignment  at the leaves of this partial search-tree, plugging in the search-tree for testing whether
_ gG¤a  i m I( I( W O&LLN I(!OtO that is given by the induction hypothesis. The size of the resulting tree is
bounded by
X
V jlk W@¥ V i9jlk Wnmporqts i u& m £V i5jk Wnmporqts0u
as was to be shown. ¦
_fgeGaYIh`#O

In Section 6 we will show that the bound provided by Theorem 2 is essentially optimal even when the
underlying graph of the query is a very simple tree. It is important to notice the extra hypothesis
in Theorem 2. As a matter of fact, we do not know if this hypothesis is necessary. In other words, we do not
know if conjunctive queries of bounded treewidth always have search-trees of size
.

V§ i orqts=u&m

5

Discussion: Bypassing the Core or Avoiding the Folding

Due to the extra hypothesis that the query does not hold in the database, the result in Theorem 2 does not
give a complete algorithm for deciding if a conjunctive query of treewidth holds on a given arbitrary
database. However, if the treewidth is known beforehand, such an algorithm can be obtained nonetheless.
Let us discuss this first.

A

9

5.1 Completing the algorithm through self-reducibility

¨
«
´"µ¬¶9·l¸¹nºp»r¼t½0¾

©

ª

Fix a relational vocabulary of maximum arity and cardinality . Suppose we run the algorithm of
Section 3 on a -structure of cardinality and a query
with bound variables, total size , and
treewidth at most . Let
. By Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, we know that if
, then
,
the algorithm finishes in a number of steps that is a fixed polynomial of , , , , and
and reports so. Consequently, if the algorithm does not succeed in finishing within that number of steps, we
can conclude that
, although we get no clue why.
If we want to go around this difficulty, we can always use the self-reducibility of the problem to obtain
holds on , we can cycle through all possible values for the first exisa solution. Once we know that
tentially quantified variable and run the algorithm again. One of these calls must detect that the remaining
query is satisfiable. We fix that value for the first variable and then we go on to the next bound variable.
Repeating this for every bound variable we end up with an assignment that satisfies the body of . Note that
the running time of the procedure has increased only by a multiplicative factor of
. Note as well that
the approach works because the class of queries of treewidth at most is closed under subqueries. In other
words, if is a query that is obtained from by removing an existential quantifier in , then the treewidth
is at most that of .
of
It follows from this discussion that for queries of known treewidth, our algorithm can be used for deciding whether
within a time-bound that is far better than the worst case , when is large.
Obviously, our bound is also far worse than the
bound of the known ad-hoc algorithms [] for evaluating queries of treewidth . But there are two points we want to make. First, our algorithm is not special
purpose for bounded treewidth queries and in fact does not even need a tree-decomposition of the query. It
is not clear, however, if the saving in time by not computing the tree-decomposition compensates for the
larger time bound. The second point is that the running time of the algorithm does not change even when the
query itself does not have treewidth , but its core has treewidth . This point requires some explanation.
In fact, the underlying idea is vastly more general, so let us devote a subsection to it.
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²
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5.2 Bypassing the core
Let us first introduce the key concepts of canonical databases and foldings of queries. Both these concepts
are fundamental to conjunctive queries and go back to the original paper by Chandra and Merlin. For the
rest of this section, we restrict the discussion to conjunctive queries without free variables.
Suppose
is a Boolean conjunctive query over , where is a conjunction of
. The canonical database of , denoted by
, is the -structure whose
atoms of the form
universe is the set of variables
, and whose interpretation for the relation symbol contains all
tuples
such that
is an atom in . If
and
are isomorphic, we say that
the queries and
are also isomorphic. In simple terms, two queries are isomorphic if one is obtained
from the other by renaming variables. Originally, the concept of the canonical database of a conjunctive
query was introduced under the name of natural model by Chandra and Merlin.
Let us now remind the concept of homomorphism. Recall that a homomorphism between -structures
and is a mapping
such that, for every
, it holds that
. If
and is a homomorphism from to that fixes pointwise, we say that is a retraction
from to . Using the concept of retraction, Chandra and Merlin introduced the concept of folding of a
conjunctive query. We say that a conjunctive query
is a folding of another conjunctive query if the set
of variables of
is a subset of the set of variables of , and there exists a retraction
such
that
. Note that in that case,
is a subquery of . The first fundamental property about
foldings is that the semantics of the query does not change:
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«ÔÓ

« ÓØ×

Ì

¨

Í

¨
«
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Ú

ÚåÛ*« Ó Ý« ÓØ×

Lemma 4 ([CM77]) Let
are equivalent.

æ

be a Boolean conjunctive query, and let

è

æç

be a folding of

é

æ

. Then

æ

æ

æäç

and

é

By “equivalent” we mean, of course, that for every -structure we have that holds in if and only
if holds in . We write
when and are equivalent. The second, and more important property
about foldings is the fact that every conjunctive query has a unique minimal folding up to isomorphism:

æ ç

æSêæ ç

é

æ ç

æ

æ

Theorem 3 ([CM77]) Let be a Boolean conjunctive query. Then, there exists a folding
every conjunctive query
equivalent to has a folding
isomorphic to .

æ ç

æ

æ ë

æ çë

æë

æäë

æ

of

such that

It follows from the statement of this theorem, that the folding
is minimal in the sense that no other
folding can have less variables. Indeed, if
is an arbitrary folding of , then
by the Lemma,
is isomorphic to
by the Theorem, so
does not have less variables than
. As it turns out,
so
the canonical database
of the minimal folding
of is exactly the core of
, that is, the unique
minimal retract of . The concept of the core of a relational structure originated in graph theory (see for
example [HN92]) and has played an important role in database theory in recent years [FKP05].
We are now in a position to discuss the role of minimal foldings in the complexity of evaluating conjunctive queries. Originally, minimal foldings were introduced for query optimization: since the minimal
folding of does not depend on the database, it may be a good idea to compute the minimal folding once
and for all and use it as an optimal optimization of . Unfortunately, finding the minimal folding is, in
general NP-complete:

æ ç

æ ç

æäë
éÔìí

é

æ ç

æ

æë

æ

æ

æ ç ê¤æ
æäë
éÔì

æ

î

Theorem 4 ([CM77]) There exists a fixed conjunctive query with three variables that is its own minimal
folding and such that the following problem is NP-complete: “Given a Boolean conjunctive , is the
minimal folding of ?”

æ

æ

î

For the interested reader, the proof consists of a simple reduction from the problem of 3-coloring a graph.
This complexity results kills the idea of designing an efficient algorithm for conjunctive query evaluation by
first computing the minimal folding of the query, and then evaluating it on the given database. It is for this
reason that the following consequence to Theorem 1 may come as little surprise:

è

ï

ð

Proposition 1 Let be a relational vocabulary of maximum arity and cardinality . There exists a deterministic algorithm that, given a finite -structure of cardinality and a conjunctive query with bound
, the algorithm returns a search-tree proving this in time polynomial in
variables and total size , if
, , , , and
, where is the number of bound variables of the minimal folding of .

ó ð ñ#÷ ò

ó éHõôö æ
ñøù=úrûü=øñøù=úrûtü=úrûtü0ý

è

é

ñ

æ

ò

òþ

æ

é õö æ

Before we prove this proposition, let us note that the statement does not give any time guarantee when
. As it turns out, in this case we cannot use the self-reducibility trick we described in Section 5.1
because the minimal folding is not preserved by variable-substitutions.

ÿ(ótðNïpòtñ



é õö æ

Proof of Proposition 1: Let
be the running time of the algorithm in Theorem 1, where
is the size of the minimal search-tree for testing whether
. We describe the algorithm in two steps:
(a) first we assume that
is known, and (b) then we describe how to get rid of this assumption. Step (a):
Suppose we knew . Consider the following algorithm:

òþ

òþ

ÿ(ótðNïtò Nñøù Nñ

éõôö æ

Run the algorithm in Theorem 1 for
steps; if the algorithm terminates within
that number of steps and returns a search-tree witnessing that
, we return that searchtree. Otherwise, we return “don’t know”.
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Let us now argue that this algorithm does what we want, assuming
is correct. Suppose that
. In
, where
is the minimal folding of . Since
is a subquery of and
, it
that case,
follows that the minimal search-tree for testing whether
is also a search-tree for testing whether
. Its size is at most
. Hence, the algorithm of Theorem 1 terminates in
steps
and returns such a search-tree. This shows that the algorithm is correct. Step (b): Let us now see how to
is not known. The idea is to try all possible values of , starting at
handle the general case in which
, until a search-tree witnessing that
is found, if any. If
, by the analysis above, the
running time of this new algorithm is



 "!
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354
Since #$9%:')(*'+'* '*,' . is a polynomial in % , ( ,  ; , and $&,<6.>=@? A  $9," B. =@? A=@? AC
running time of the algorithm is as claimed in the statement of theorem. D
E

, it follows immediately that the



For the sake of comparison, let us remark that if an oracle told us the minimal folding of , it would be
possible to find a search-tree witnessing that
in time polynomial in
. What is surprising about
Proposition 1 is that the bound
appears in the picture even though the algorithm does not worry about
minimal foldings.

!

 "!

6 Bounds on Search-Tree Size
In this section we prove lower bounds for the minimal search-trees for particular queries of interest. The
first lower bound is relatively easy, but we include the proof as a warm-up for the second, which is more
bound for queries of treewidth in Theorem 2
difficult. The second lower bound shows that the
is essentially optimal.

5FHG I K4 J @= ? A 

6.1 Lower bound for the general case

M NOQP

O
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, where is a binary relation symbol. For
, let CLIQUE
Consider the vocabulary of graphs
be the conjunctive query expressing the existence of a -clique. More specifically, CLIQUE is the following
conjunctive query:

c C

Y
2
^
2
]
O
&$ VW 4 .5X"X"X &$ VW  . Z\[ $&W *' W _ .BbU
a 7
3`_

c C 


We aim for a family of graphs
for which the size of the minimal search-trees for testing whether
CLIQUE is nearly as large as it can be.
The graph
that we need is the complete
-partite graph with all color-classes of cardinality .
is
More precisely, the set of vertices of



c C

&$ d / .
c
e fN C $9g '*h \. i /j g j kd / ' /lj h j  P '
C

c is
O Cm
 N $ $&g)'*h.8'"$on:' p.B.qi /rj g)'^n j kd / ' /lj h5'*p j s'gt  n P 7
C
N
/Qj h j  P is called a color-class. Clearly, c does not contain
Each set of vertices of the form $&g)'*h .ui
/ C
any -clique, so the query CLIQUE does not hold on c . Note that c
has $&d .  vertices in total, and
C
C

CLIQUE has bound variables. Hence, the obvious upper bound for any search-tree is $& .  . We see next

that when  is much bigger than , then this is essentially the best one can do. The proof is quite simple but
and the set of edges of

we give it as it will serve as a warm-up for a more difficult proof in the next section.
12

vSwyxz

Theorem 5 Every search-tree for testing whether

{

CLIQUE has at least

| {<}~

nodes.

| {<}~

Proof : The idea of the proof is to describe an adversary argument that, given a purported search-tree of size
less than
, finds a leaf that is labeled by a partial assignment that does not decide the body of CLIQUE .
Since this contradicts the definition of search-tree, no such search-tree can exist.
Suppose that
is a search-tree testing whether
CLIQUE . We construct a path
through , starting at the root, with the following properties:
1.


&)

{

l*\

vSw xz

{

*<"<"

{

does not decide the body of CLIQUE .

2. The subtree rooted at



has size less than

&  


| {<}~8}  .

The idea behind the construction is to set
to a node of a different color-class; for example, we hope to
set
to a node in color-class
. Let be the root of . Suppose next that
have already
, there must
been defined, and that is not a leaf. We claim that among the vertices in color-class
exist at least one, say
, for which the subtree rooted of labeled by
has size less than
. Indeed this is the case since otherwise the size of the subtree rooted at would
which contradicts the inductive construction. Let
be any of these
be at least
successors.
Notice that after a certain number of steps no larger than
, we will reach a leaf
because the
size of the subtree will become less than . It remains to be seen that our construction guarantees that the
label
of this leaf does not decide the body of CLIQUE . However, this is clear from the construction
because the partial assignment that is built assigns each variable to a different color-class. Therefore,
does not falsify any atomic formula, and it cannot satisfy all either because its domain is not all
.
Hence,
does not decide the body of CLIQUE as was to be shown.
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6.2 Lower bound for the bounded treewidth case

ªz«¬¥

Consider now directed graphs. Again, we view them as structures over the vocabulary
of one
binary relation symbol . For
, let PATH
be the conjunctive query expressing the existence of
a path of length from to . More specifically, PATH
is the following conjunctive query:

£¨
{ &¯®:
 ®
& ° *5""&° {<} * "&¬S&¯ ^¯±S¬S&²³6±´"<*±S¬S& {<} ³* {"}  ¯±S¬S& {<} "*® 
It is trivially seen that the treewidth of PATH{ &5*® is one because the underlying Gaifman graph is a
path, and hence a tree. We aim for a family of directed graphs µ {"¶ w , with two distinguished nodes · and
¸ , for which the size of the minimal search-trees for testing whether µ {<¶ w xz PATH{ &· ¸  nearly matches
the upper bound provided by Theorem 2. Moreover, we will choose our graphs so that the hypothesis
µ {<¶ wºx¹z PATH{ &·- ¸  in that theorem is satisfied.
The construction of the directed graphs µ {<¶ w is illustrated in Figure 2. The set of vertices of µ {<¶ w is
» {<¶ wz&¼ t½r¾U¼\¾£k¤ "l¾U¾U|5¿·- ¸ :
The vertices of the type &¼  need to be thought as arranged into £r¤À columns of | vertices each. We call
¸
them middle vertices. The source vertex · is at column Á and the target vertex is at column £ . Each middle
vertex 9¼ *  at column ¼ is connected precisely to the vertices at column ¼ E whose second components
have the same parity as  . The source · is connected precisely to the vertices at column  whose second
¸
component is even, and the target is connected precisely to the vertices at column £Â¤ whose second
component is odd. More formally, the arcs of µ {<¶ w are
¬ {<¶ w z  &¼ ¼Ã:)q½¾U¼Ä¾U£k¤Å¨Æ¾U¯Ãk¾U|\ÈÇfÃÈ mod ¨\
&·B*  ½r¾U¾U|\QÇfÁÈ mod ¨\
 &£¤U ¸ q½¾US¾U|\ÂÇE mod ¨
£

¬

{ &5*®
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Figure 2:

ÉÈÐ<Ë ÑÓÒÔ

ÉSÊË Ì
Í

Î

Ï

ÉÂÐ"Ë Ñ

It is readily seen from the definition, that there is no path of length from to in
. In other words,
PATH
. This is because the only middle vertices reachable from are those whose second
component is even, and the only middle vertices that reach are those whose second component is odd.

ÐÕ9ÎÖ ÏB×

Ø Þ@ß à Ð"áâ

Theorem 6 For
nodes.

Ï

Ø ÙÚÍÛÜÙÝÜ , every search-tree for testing whether ÉÈÐ<Ë Ñ ÓÔ

Î

PATH

ÐÕ&ÎÖ)ÏK×

has at least

Proof : As in Theorem 5, the idea of the proof is again to describe an adversary argument. For simplicity
we assume that is an even number; the general case is similar. Suppose that
is a search-tree testing
whether
PATH
. Before we start the argument we need some terminology. Every internal
in
defined as follows. Let
; that is, is
node of has an associated column
the splitting variable at node . Then we define
.
We construct a path
through , starting at the root, with the following properties:

Ø
Ó
Ô
ÉÈÐ<Ë Ñ
å ã

å
åñÖå<òÖ<é"é<é

æ Õ&å×

ã

ç:èÖ"é<é"éBÔf
Ö*Íëêìèí
æ Õ&å× ð

îsÕ&å× Ô î`ï

îï

ÐÕ&Î-Ö ÏB× .
ó Ð<áâáó .
2. The subtree rooted at å)ó has size less than Ü Ø Þ@ß)à
Each internal å)ó will also have an associated parity ôóõ¿çöÖ<èí that will be defined on the fly. Let åñ be the
root of ã . The parity ôñ is defined ö if Üæ Õ9åñ×÷ Í and è otherwise. Intuitively, ôñ is ö if column æ Õ9åñ× is
closer to level ö than to column Í . Suppose next that åñÖ"é<é"éBÖ*å)ó and ôñÖ<é"é<é Ö^ôó have already been defined,
and that å)ó is not a leaf. First we define the parity ôó ø5ò as follows. Intuitively, ôó>ø5ò will be defined in such
a way that the minimum distance, in terms of number of columns, between any two
of different
Ôð elements
ó
ó
parity
in
the
sequence
is
at
most
halved.
More
formally,
consider
the
column
of
and
æ
&
Õ
å
×
å
ð&ù in çæ Õ9åñ×Ö<é"é<éKÖæ Õ&å)ó*á ò ×Ö*ö`Ö*Í í that minimizes Ó@ð&ù ê ð*Ó (break ties arbitrarily). If ð&ùÆÔ ö , let ôó>ø5theò Ô column
ð ù Ô Í , let ôó ø¯ò Ô è . Otherwise, let ú ù be such that ð ù Ô æ Õ&å ó>û × , and let ôó>ø5ò Ô ô ó>û . Next we define å)ö ó>.ø5Ifò .
ð
We claim that among the Ø ÛÜ middle vertices at level whose second component is congruent to ôó>ø5ò mod
ð
Ü , there must existð at least one, say Õ Ö*ü × , for
which the subtree rooted at the successor of å)ó labeled by
>
ó
5
ø
ò
äÕ9å)ó×¯ý¿çÕ&îsÕ&å)ó×ÖÕ Ö*ü × ×)í has size less than Ü Ø Þ@ß à Ð<áâáó*á ò . Indeed this is the case because otherwise the
size of the subtree rooted at å)ó would be at least
Ø Ü ó ø¯ò Ø Þ@ß à Ð<áâ8á:óá ò Ô Ü ó Ø Þ@ß à Ð<áâ8á:ó
Ü¿þ
which contradicts the inductive construction. Let å ó ø5ò be any of these successors.
Notice that after a certain number of steps ÿ no larger than uÍQêÅÜ , we will reach a leaf å because
the size of the subtree will become less than Ü . It remains to be seen that our construction guarantees that
the label älÕ&å × of this leaf does not decide the body of PATHÐ Õ&Î-Ö ÏK× . Consider the sequence å ñ Ö<é"é"é)Ö*å . To
every internal å)ó in the path there corresponds a vertex of ÉÂÐ"Ë Ñ , namely, the image of the variable îÕ&å)ó× under
1.

äÕ&å)ó×

ÐÕ&Î-Ö ÏK×

ÕãÖä\×

does not decide the body of PATH
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. Let  be the corresponding sequence of vertices in  ! " . Note that, by construction,
$#


and the parity & coincides with the parity of its second
each  is a middle vertex of the form
%


'*+ , & ('*, , and & 
'.- . We claim that any two vertices in
component
% . Let us define  ('*) ,  
/
132
0
that belong to consecutive levels are connected by an arc. In order to see this, it suffices to
note that the shortest distance between any pair of elements of different parity in the sequence is at least 4657
when 8 '., , and is at most halved when going from 8 to 8:9 - . Therefore, by 8 '<;=> 4@?A7 , the shortest
distance between any pair of elements of different parity is at least 7 . Hence, any two consecutive vertices
B$


have the same parity, so are connected by an arc. Hence,
does not falsify any atomic formula, and
/DC 
C
32
 $

. Hence,
does not decide the
it cannot satisfy all either because its domain is not all

 



body of PATH )  + as was to be shown. E

7 Conclusions
We have proposed a new way of measuring the complexity of algorithms for conjunctive query evaluation, or
equivalently, for constraint-satisfaction problems. The concept of minimal search-tree wants to capture the
notion of optimal search-space for search-based algorithms. As discussed in the introduction, measuring the
complexity of the algorithm as a function of the minimal search-tree is an idea that originates in propositional
proof complexity. By adapting an automatization algorithm for tree resolution that was developed in that
context, we were able to provide an algorithm that achieves a remarkable theoretical performance. What
remains to be seen is whether the idea can lead to practical algorithms with reasonable behavior.
Our work also suggests several technical open problems. First, our algorithm provides a search-tree
for the Booleanization, but as we discussed, it is not clear that such a search-tree can be converted to a
search-tree for the original conjunctive query. It would be nice to investigate this further. Second,I proving
LKM
.
the bounds on search-tree size for bounded treewidth queries seemed to require the hypothesis FHG'*J
We do not know whether it is really needed. Let us state this as an
Open Problem Find bounds on the maximum search-tree size of conjunctive queries of bounded
treewidth on structures on which they hold. More concretely: Do conjunctive queries with 4
3X
variables and bounded treewidth have search-trees of size NPORQTSVU W
on structures of cardinality
N on which they hold? If not, repeat for bounded pathwidth.
Another interesting direction to follow, that looks related to this work, is to establish the precise relationship between the CSP refutations developed in [AKV04] and the refutations provided by the search-trees
I
LKM
. It seems that the techniques that were developed for proof complexity should be useful
when FYG'<J
here. Ideally, it would be nice to move back and forth and apply techniques from one area to the other.
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